PARTNERING UP TO HIT YOUR NUMBERS

Union Standard is partnering with a select group of young agents to provide additional resources in the development of skills, knowledge and profitable growth.

Your success is the key to our success!

We recognize the need to foster new talent to perpetuate the independent agency system, as well as provide young agents, like you, an even greater competitive advantage.

So join US to learn, grow and have some fun as well!

What you can expect in the Heavy Hitter Program:

- Mentoring
- Underwriting Round-tables
- Sales / Coverage training
- Visit to Corporate Office in Irving
- Opportunities to earn free CE credits

HEAVY HITTER PROGRAM

What is a Heavy Hitter?

According to Oxford and Webster Dictionaries

**heavy hitter (NOUN)**
- an important or powerful person
- a high-scoring athlete
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HEAVY HITTER PROGRAM
HIT YOUR NUMBERS

The Top Heavy Hitter over $100,000 in new business between January 1, 2017 and October 31, 2017 will be awarded our

CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE BELT

Additional prizes throughout the year!
Winner will be announced at our Home Office visit in November! So get with your Union Standard Underwriter and grow your business to be the next US Champion!
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